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Automated Periodic Updates of Time Accounts

Universal



Automated Periodic Updates of Time Accounts

It is now possible to schedule an automated periodic update of time accounts. The update will then 
carry out a specific predefined action without you having to do it manually.

For example, if you want to specify that your employees can only carry forward a maximum of 40 
hours working time into their time account balance for the next month, you can control this with an 
automated periodic update that runs at the end of every month.

You have complete freedom to specify the frequency of the updates for each time account (for 
example, at the end of every week or month, at the end of a quarter, at the end of a year, and so 
on). There's also a new screen, Review Periodic Time Account Updates, on which you can check the 
balances for all employees for whom the periodic update has been performed. If necessary, you can 
then go to the Time Workbench and make any corrections.

Once you've configured the necessary updates, you will no longer have to monitor and update time 
accounts manually.
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Automated Periodic Updates of Time Accounts

Click on the gear…



Automated Periodic Updates of Time Accounts

Click on a row…
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Automated Replication of 
Planned Working Time to Employee Central Payroll

It's now possible to set up automated replication of planned working time information (including 
temporary changes, individual work schedules, and holidays).

Since information will now be replicated in Employee Central Payroll in real time, you'll no longer 
need to update the work schedules in Payroll manually.

Planned working time replication to EC Payroll

We have improved integration from Employee Central Time Management into Employee Central 
Payroll by sharing a daily planned working time to payroll. This means that it is not needed anymore 
to maintain work schedules in Employee Central Time and Employee Central Payroll in parallel. This 
is a dramatic simplification for our customers with big impact on the overall TCO.

When an employee is hired in Employee Central, the employee gets a dummy work schedule in 
Employee Central Payroll. As soon as the work schedule is created and assigned in Employee Central, 
this dummy work schedule gets automatically updated in the Employee Central Payroll system.
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Extra Time Types

Extra time types enable additional specification of certain attendance times without causing a 
collision.

Some scenarios require that recorded attendance time is further specified. Previously, such 
specifications weren't possible because of collision checks, which prevent the recording of 
concurrent times for an employee.
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Flextime Bandwidth

Flextime bandwidth defines the earliest possible start time and the latest possible end time that a 
flextime employee can record.

Some organizations that have implemented flextime want to prevent their employees from 
recording extreme working times.

Flextime process support

We are delivering new flextime capabilities. This includes: an update to the work schedule with a 
new flextime bandwidth, and updates to the time evaluation to evaluate working time inside and 
outside of the flextime bandwidth. These new capabilities will allow employees to flexibly align 
personal needs with their changing workload, and it avoids organizations from paying overtime.
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Self-Service for Time Account Payout

We provide new capabilities for employees to request a payout for unused leave accounts. Eligible 
employees can request a balance payout from any type of eligible time accounts.

The self-service for payout feature was among the top requests on the Customer Influence portal. 
Customers asked us to expand the payout feature so that employees or their managers can enter 
requests.

Employee Self Service for Time Account Payouts - We provide new capabilities for employees to 
request a payout for unused leave accounts. When eligible employees can request a balance payout  
of any type of leave. With this new feature we deliver upon a top voted customer request in the 
SuccessFactors influence portal.
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Time Valuation Alerts

Time valuation alerts create admin alerts and warning messages based on time valuations.

Notify employees and administrators of time valuation results.

New alerting capabilities in our time evaluation

It is now possible to utilize alerting capabilities directly within our time evaluation. We have added 
the option to automatically raise warnings and alerts, which can be distributed to employees, 
managers and time administrators. This can for example directly inform managers about flextime 
threshold violations, but these also go beyond flextime to e.g. inform employees when they work 
too much overtime, or to inform time administrators when employees work too many late shifts in 
e.g. a month.
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Upload of Temporary Planned Working Time 
from External System

If you use an external system to plan employees' shifts, you can now 
transfer temporary planned working time to Employee Central Time Off 
using an OData API (TemporaryTimeInformation). You can upload shifts 
for a single day or for a specific period by using either a work schedule or 
a day model as a reference.

Employee Central Time Management can then act as the single source of 
all your up-to-date PlannedWorkingTime data.

Configuration Requirements

In order to use this function, you need to 
set the visibility of the dayModel field to 
Editable under Configure Object 
Definitions  TemporaryTimeInformation.

New option to upload planned working time (e.g. shifts) from 3rd party tools:

We deliver new capabilities to load in planned working time from e.g. external shift planning applications. Shifts can be 
uploaded either for a single day or for a period, and you can use a work schedule or a day model as a reference. After 
uploading this planned working time can be included in the time evaluation for accrual calculations and employee 
payout. After uploading a shift using the TemporaryTimeInformation OData API, you can also Edit/Delete the shift using 
the Time Administrator Workbench.
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Available Data (Schema) in Report - Story 
for Country-Specific EmployeeTime Objects

Country-specific fields for Germany, Mexico, Columbia, Spain, Poland, and Australia that are 
available for the EmployeeTime object are now visible in the Report - Story.

Administrators can create a report in Report - Story under the People Analytics - Embedded Edition 
to compare and verify the data, which is necessary to perform business operations, such as Time 
data comparisons and payroll calculations.
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Editing and Deleting Adjustments to Time Accounts 

It's now possible to edit and delete any manual adjustments or periodic update corrections that 
you've made to time accounts. You can do this on the Time Workbench screen. 
This enables you to quickly change any previously made adjustments if you determine that they 
aren't correct.

Configuration Requirements

In order to use this function, you need the View and Edit permissions for the Time Account object.

If these permissions aren't assigned, you won't be able to see the new edit and delete icons on the 
Time Workbench screen.
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Enhanced Date Filter on the 
Time Accounts Tab in the Admin Workbench

There is a new filter bar which enables you to reset the date filter on the Time Accounts tab in the 
Admin Workbench. Previously, the only way to reset the date was by refreshing the entire page.

This brings the date filter more in line with customer expectations, by making it consistent with the 
filter bars on other screens.
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Enhancements to the 
Manager View of the Team Absence Calendar

The Team Absence Calendar now enables managers to display additional information that gives 
them a better overview of their direct and indirect reports' time off.

Specifically, as a manager you can now:

• Search for employees outside your immediate reporting hierarchy
• View information for your indirect reports in addition to your direct reports
• Display a monthly view of the calendar in addition to the weekly view
• See the name of the holiday and the absence type or leave type that an employee is taking

These enhancements have been introduced to fulfill customer requests that managers be able to 
see more than just their direct reports in the calendar.
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External Time Categories

Administrators can categorize external clock times as either attendance or break.

If administrators don't assign external clock times to a specific time type, they can define that either 
the default import attendance type or the main break time type is used.

You can now import break times.
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New Options for Recording Leave –
Half Pay Leave and Double Pay Leave

In case standard leave doesn't meet an employee's needs, they can now officially request half pay leave or double 
pay leave instead.

Half pay leave means that only 50% of the duration of their time off will be deducted. Their salary during their time 
off will also be reduced to 50%. For example, if an employee takes a week (5 days) of half pay leave, only 2.5 days 
will be deducted from their time account. In addition, their salary for this period will be calculated for 2.5 days 
instead of the usual 5.

Double pay leave means that 200% of the duration of their time off will be deducted, and they'll be paid double 
their usual salary for that period. So if an employee takes a week (5 days) off, 10 days will be deducted from their 
time account, and their salary for this period will be calculated at 10 days instead of the usual 5.

These new leave options enable you to be compliant with legal requirements in certain countries; for example, 
those of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT).

Configuration Requirements

In order to use this function, you need to set the visibility of the deductionFactor field to Editable in Configure 
Object Definition  Absence Counting Method. Then you just need to assign the absence counting method to the 
relevant time type, with either the deduction factor 0.5 (for half pay leave) or 2 (for double pay leave).
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"Next Transfer Date" Displayed on ESS Time Off UI

For time accounts in which accruals and entitlements are separated, the next transfer date (that is, 
the date when accruals are transferred into entitlements) is now also visible on the ESS Time Off UI. 
Previously, it was only visible to the administrator in the Admin Workbench.

This ensures that employees will now always be aware of the exact date on which their accruals will 
be available as an entitlement.
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Rules Assignment Restriction 
on EmployeeTime Country Extensions

In addition to the EmployeeTime object, the assignment of object definition rules is now also 
restricted to the country extensions of this object.

The country extension of the EmployeeTime object is EmployeeTimeXXX, where XXX can be one of 
the following: DEU(Germany), MEX(Mexico), POL(Poland), COL(Columbia), ESP(Spain), or 
AUS(Australia).

The rule assignment restriction on the EmployeeTimeXXX object is now available because the 
recommended way is to use the Take Rules section of the Time Type configuration while assigning 
rules.
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Segmentation in Time Records Filters

Time records filters can now include time segments.

Filter Input Groups time valuations can now filter for specific times on specific days. Previously 
separate time valuations were required for the day and the time.
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Time Records Filters for Multiple Weekdays

Time records filters can now include multiple weekdays.

Filter Input Groups time valuations can now filter for multiple weekdays. Previously separate time 
valuations were required for each weekday.
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